
Expert Witnesses and the Value of Experience  

When I graduated from high school in 1970, a college education was considered a nice thing to 

have to build your skills and put on your resume but far from necessary unless of course you 

were entering a field like medicine or law requiring a specialized advanced degree. Learning a 

trade, often by on-the-job training and through experience, was an acceptable and recognized 

method of mastering skills and gaining vital and critical knowledge.  

Experience is the teacher of all teachers. It is the classroom of all classrooms. But why? It’s 

simple really and you likely already know the reasons. Knowledge gained in school often does 

not prepare you for real life. Without experience, you may never have true knowledge. You 

may think you know, but only with experience will that “knowledge” be more than words on a 

page or a hazy concept in your head. In fact, even colleges understand this truism and often 

recommend that students apply for an internship in the field they are studying in order to gain 

experience.  

When I first began offering expert consulting services to attorneys, I did not have a college 

degree. What I did have were two certificate degrees - one in arbitration and mediation and the 

other in civil engineering. But most importantly, I had 40 plus years of experience in earthwork, 

underground utilities, and OSHA construction safety regulations and compliance, to name a few 

key areas.  

When I was being deposed one of the first areas of questioning would always involve my 

education. Regardless of my formal education and experience, when asked if I had a college 

degree my answer was “no.” I did not have the time for college. After all, I had been busy 

building a company, from nothing to 100+ employees. OSHA construction safety regulations 

and standards were formally established in 1970. I grew my company as OSHA grew and 

developed.  

Despite that, when I answered “no” to the question about college you could see the expression 

on the attorney’s face change, as if to imply that I was somehow not worthy to opine on the 

case. So, in order to eliminate any doubt as to my qualifications, I decided at the age of 57, to 

get my college degree and I graduated with honors four years later with a double major in 

communications and criminal justice. I no longer get that look -- as if somehow that degree 

made me more qualified. 

I want to be clear: education and the knowledge gained from that education are important. 

However, the school of experience is a highlight reel of important lessons. Experience is learned 

through trials and yes, the errors of yourself and of others who have come before you. Those 

errors have been weeded out and you are left with the practical knowledge and personal 

experience of what works and what does not, what is safe and what is not, what is efficient and 

what is not. Experience teaches you the best methods to accomplish virtually any task and the 

school of experience shows you in real life how to improve your weaknesses and fortify your 

strengths, not in theory and hypotheticals.  



Today, experience and/or practical experience seem to be underestimated and undervalued, particularly 

in the expert witness arena. 

Federal Rules of Evidence Rule 702 - Testimony by Expert Witnesses: A witness 

who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education 

may testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise… [emphasis added] 

Interestingly, the last qualification required is “education.” An attorney who only considers 

formal education without understanding the value of hard-won, extensive experience does so 

at his own peril when he underestimates the impact that an experienced expert may have on 

his or her case.  
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